
NFC TAG WRITING APP

The NFC TagWriter by NXP stores contacts, bookmarks, geo location, Bluetooth Handover, SMS, Mail, text messages
and many more to any NFC-enabled tags.

Tap that button while holding the NFC tag against the back of the phone. There's more to NFC than just
mobile payments. Which is what all of these apps in this Top 10 do. But it does do what it needs to do.
Advertisement 5. NFC Task Launcher does have a phone and tablet optimized version of their app. Although I
did see a vending machine the other day that supported Google Wallet. Check out these nine clever NFC apps
for Android phones. But the NFC Tools app goes further and allows you to program tasks on your NFC tags in
order to automate actions that were once boringly repetitive. To get even more of a start on the day, try placing
the NFC tag right next to your washroom sink so you can get straight to freshening up in the morning. The
addition of companion app NFC Tasks allows users to create automated task scripts that can range from
enabling or disabling network settings and alarms, launching Tasker tasks, configuring wireless networks and
more. Password Protection â€” your tag will be read-only and could only be re-written with a password that
you create. Advertisement 8. The app comes with a variety of random puzzles and the option to automatically
open an app right after the alarm. For example, a simple motion with your phone in front of your NFC tag
before going to sleep and the WiFi will turn off, the phone will switch to silence and your alarm will be set for
the next morning, all by itself. You can buy cheap, programmable NFC tags and have your phone
automatically perform actions when you touch them. This is a great function if you have multiple tags with the
same URL and want to know which ones perform better than others. Users can save text, links, details, GPS
locations, addresses, configured Bluetooth connections and more. So as long as you buy those your good to
go. It allows you to read and write to your NFC tags, you can write Bluetooth, GPS, emails, texts, and many
other toggles onto your tags using this app. If you would like to see more NFC tutorials, comment below!
Quite practical, isn't it? They make living easy. I'd be inclined to agree with them. So you may want to use a
different app if you have the Nexus 4. Fasten them to a wall near a door if you want to tap your phone against
a tag when you leave or enter an area. Advertisement 7. If you regularly pair your phone with a Bluetooth
keyboard , you could affix an NFC tag to the back of the keyboard and tap your phone against it to
automatically go through the Bluetooth pairing process. This just enables the interaction counter to work.
Place them on a table, and then place your phone on them when you want to perform the action. Afterward,
users can simply tap their phone against the NFC tag or scan the QR code to connect to the network. Lock Tag
â€” this option makes the tag read-only and it can never be re-written. You can then just place the tags
somewhere convenient. Write multiple NFC tags one by one â€” check this box if you wish to write the same
content to multiple tags one after another. Advertisement 6. Advertisement 9. The app appears to work with
Samsung and Sony devices. The next screen will feature your Content at the top, followed by options which
are laid out and explained below. Related Posts. We've already reviewed some NFC tags a few months ago,
but we never really talked about different apps that could be used to write to those tags. But I do believe that
the TecTiles only work with Samsung devices. When this option is chosen, another screen will pop-up
prompting you to create a password. Lower-end Android phones may not include NFC hardware to keep costs
low. Windows Phone does have some support for this as well, so iPhone users are the only ones left out right
now.


